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Abstract
A creativity-support tool for the creation of nonphotorealistic renderings of images is described.
It
employs an evolutionary algorithm that evolves the parameters governing the behavior of ant species, and the paintings
are produced by simulating the behavior of these artificial
ants. The design of fitness functions, using both behavioral
and image features is discussed, emphasizing the rationale
and intentions that guided the design. The analysis of the
experimental results obtained by using different fitness
functions focuses on assessing if they convey the intentions
of the fitness function designer.

Introduction
Machado and Pereira (2012) presented a non-photorealistic
rendering (NPR) algorithm inspired on ant colony approaches: the trails of artificial ants were used to produce a
rendering of an original input image. One of the novel characteristics of this algorithm is the adoption of scalable vector
graphics, which contrasts with the pixel based approaches
used in most ant painting algorithms, and enables the creation of resolution independent images. The trail of each ant
is represented by a continuous line of varying width, contributing to the expressiveness of the NPRs.
In spite of the potential of this generative approach, the
number of parameters controlling the behavior of the ants
and their interdependencies was soon revealed to be too
large to allow their tuning by hand. The results of these attempts revealed that only a small subset of the creative possibilities allowed by the algorithm was being explored.
To tackle this problem, Machado and Pereira (2012)
presented a human-in-the-loop Genetic Algorithm (GA) to
evolve the parameters, allowing the users to guide the algorithm according to their preferences and avoiding the need to
understand the intricacies of the algorithm. Thus, instead of
being forced to perform low-level changes, the users of this
creativity-support tool become breeders of species of ants
that produce results that they find valuable. The experimental results highlight the range of imagery that can be evolved
by the system showing its potential for the production of
large-format artworks.
This paper describes a further step in the automation of
the space exploration process and departure from low-level
modification and assessment. The users become designers

of fitness functions, which are used to guide evolution, leading to results that are consistent with the user intentions. To
this end, while the ants paint, statistics describing their behavior are gathered. Once each painting is completed image
features are calculated. These behavioral and image features
are the basis for the creation of the fitness functions.
Human-in-the-loop in evolutionary art systems are often
used as creativity-support tools and thought to have the potential for exploratory creativity. Allowing the users to design fitness functions by specifying desired combinations of
characteristics provides an additional level of abstraction,
enabling the users to focus on their intents and overcoming
the user fatigue problem. Additionally, this approach opens
the door for evaluating the system by comparing the intents
of the user with the outcomes of the process.
We begin with a short survey of related work. Next, in
the third section, we describe the system, focusing on the
behavior of the ants and on the evolutionary algorithm. In
the fourth section we present experimental results, making a
brief analysis. Finally, we draw some conclusions and discuss aspects to be addressed in future work.

State of the Art
In this section we make a survey of related works, focusing on systems that use artificial ants for image generation
purposes and on systems where evolutionary computation is
employed for NPR purposes.
Tzafestas (2000) presents a system where artificial ants
pick-up and deposit food, which is represented by paint, and
studies the self-regulation properties and complexity of the
system and resulting images. Ramos and Almeida (2000)
explore the use of ant systems for pattern recognition purposes. The artificial ants successfully detect the edges of
the images producing stylized renderings of the originals
and smooth transitions between different images. The artistic potential of these approaches is explored in later works
(Ramos 2002) and thorough his collaboration with the artist
Leonel Moura, resulting in several robotic swarm drawings
(Moura 2002). Urbano (2005; 2007; 2011) presents several
multi-agent systems based on artificial ants.
Aupetit et al. (2003) introduce an interactive GA for the
creation of ant paintings. The algorithm evolves parameters
of the rules that govern the behavior of the ants. The artificial ants deposit paint on the canvas as they move, thus pro-

Figure 1: Screenshot of the graphic user interface. Control panel on the left and current population of ant paintings on the right.
ducing a painting. In a later study, Monmarché et al. (2007)
refine this approach exploring different rendering modes.
Greenfield (2005) presents an evolutionary approach to the
production of ant paintings and explores the use of behavioral statistics of the artificial ants to automatically assign fitness. Later Greenfield (2006) adopted a multiple pheromone
model where ants’ movements and behaviors are influenced
(attracted or repelled) by both an environmentally generated
pheromone and an ant generated pheromone.
The use of evolutionary algorithms to create image filters
and NPRs of source images has been explored by several researchers. Focusing on the works where there was an artistic
goal, we can mention the research of: Ross et al. (2006)
and Neufeld et al. (2007), where Genetic Programming
(GP), multi-objective optimization techniques, and an empirical model of aesthetics are used to automatically evolve
image filters; Lewis (2004), evolves live-video processing
filters through interactive evolution; Machado et al. (2002),
use GP to evolve image coloring filters from a set of examples; Yip (2004) employs GAs to evolve filters that produce images that match certain features of a target image;
Collomosse (2006; 2007) uses image salience metrics to determine the level of detail for portions of the image, and
GAs to search for painterly renderings that match the desired salience maps; Hewgill and Ross (2003) use GP to
evolve procedural textures for 3D objects; Machado and
Graça (2008) employ GP to evolve assemblages of 3D objects that are an artistic representation of an input image.

The Framework
The system is composed of two main modules: the evolutionary engine and the painting algorithm. A graphic user
interface gives access to these modules (see Fig. 1). Each
genotype of the GA population encodes the parameters of
a species of ants. These parameters determine how that ant
species reacts to the input image. Each painting is produced
by simulating the behavior of ants of a given species while
they travel across the canvas, leaving a trail of varying width
and transparency.
In the following sections we describe the framework.
First, we present the painting algorithm. Next, we describe

Figure 2: On the left, an ant with five sensory vectors. On
the middle, the living canvas of an ant species. On the right,
its painting canvas.
the evolutionary component. Finally, we detail the behavioral and image features that are gathered.

The Painting Algorithm
Our ants live on the 2D world provided by the input image
and they paint on a painting canvas that is initially empty
(i.e., black). Both living and painting canvas have the same
dimensions and the ants move simultaneously on both canvas. The painting canvas is used exclusively for depositing
ink and has no interference with the behavior of the ants.
Each ant has a position, color, deposit transparency and energy; all the remaining parameters are shared by the entire
species. If the energy of an ant is bellow a given threshold it
dies, if is is above a given threshold it generates offspring.
The luminance of an area of the living canvas represents
the available energy, i.e. food, at that point. Therefore, ants
may gain energy by traveling through bright areas. The energy consumed by the ant is removed from the living canvas,
as will be explained later in detail.
The ants’ movement is determined by how they react to
light. Each ant senses the environment by “looking” in several directions (see Fig. 2). We use 10 sensory vectors, each
vector has a given direction relative to the current direction
of the ant and a length. The sensory organs return the luminance value of the area where each vector ends. To update
the position of an ant one performs a weighted sum, calculating the sum of the sensory vectors divided by their norms,

multiplied by the luminance of their end point and by the
weight the ant gives to each sensor. The result of this operation is multiplied by a scaling scalar that represents the
ant’s base speed. Subsequently, to represent inaccuracy of
movement and sensory organs, the direction is perturbed by
the addition of Perlin (1985) noise to its angle.
The ant simulation algorithm is composed of the following steps:
1. Initialization: n ants are placed on the canvas on preestablished positions; Each ants assumes the color of the
area where it was placed; Their energy and deposit transparencies are initialized using the species parameters;

Table 1: Parameters encoded by the genotype
Name
gain
decay
consrate

#
1
1
1

constrans

1

depositrate

1

deposittransp

1

dtranspmin

1

dtranspmax

1

initialenergy
deaththreshold
birththreshold

1
1
1

descvelmin

1

descvelmax

1

vel
noisemin
noisemax
initialpositions

1
1
1
2∗n

sensoryvectors

2∗m

sensoryweights

m

2. For each ant:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Update the ant’s energy;
Update the energy of the environment;
Place ink on the painting canvas;
If the ant’s energy is bellow the death threshold remove
the ant from the colony;
(e) If the ant’s energy is above the reproduction threshold
generate an offspring; The offspring assumes the color
of the position where it was created and a percentage
of the energy of the progenitor (which loses this energy); The offspring inherits the velocity of the parent, but a perturbation is added to the angular velocity
by randomly choosing an angle between descvelmin
and descvelmax (both values are species’ parameters);
Likewise, the deposit transparency is inherited from the
progenitor but a perturbation is included by adding a
randomly choosen a value between dtranspmin and
dtranspmax ;
(f) Update ant’s position;

3. Repeat from 2 until no living ants exist;
Steps (b) and (c) require further explanation. The consumption of energy is attained by drawing on the living canvas a black circle of size equal to energy ∗ consrate of a
given transparency (constrans ) . Ink is deposited on the
painting canvas by drawing a circle of the color of the ant
– which is attributed when the ant is born – with a size
given by (energy ∗ depositrate ) and of given transparency
(deposittransp ). Fig. 2 depicts the living and painting canvas of an ant species during the simulation process. It is
important to notice that the color of an ant is determined at
birth. Thus, the ants may carry this color to areas of the
canvas that possess different colors in the original image. A
detailed description of the painting algorithm can be found
in Machado and Pereira (2012).

Evolutionary Engine
As previously mentioned, we employ a GA to evolve the
ant species’ parameters. The genotypes are tuples of floating point numbers which encode the parameters of the ant
species. The size of the genotype depends on the experimental settings. Table 1 presents an overview of the encoded parameters. We use a two point crossover operator
for recombination purposes and a Gaussian mutation operator. We employ tournament selection and an elitist strategy,

Comments
scaling for energy gains
scaling for energy decay
scaling for size of circles drawn
on the living canvas
transparency of circles drawn on
the living canvas
scaling for size of circles drawn
on the painting canvas
base transparency of circles drawn
on the painting canvas
limits for perturbation of deposit
transparency when offsprings are
generated
initial energy of the starting ants
death energy threshold
generate offspring energy threshold
limits for perturbation of angular
velocity when offsprings are
generated
base speed of the ants
limits for the perlin noise
generator function
initial coordinates of the n ants
placed on the canvas
direction and length of the m sensory vectors
weights of the m sensory vectors

the highest ranked individual proceeds – unchanged – to the
next population.

The Features
During the simulation of each ant species the following behavioral statistics are collected:
avg(ants) Average number of living ants;
coverage Proportion of the living canvas visited by the
ants; An area is considered to be visited if, at least, one
ant consumed resources from that area;
depositedink The total amount of “ink” deposited by the
ants; This is calculated by multiplying the area of each
circle drawn by the ants by the opacity (i.e. 1 −
transparency) used to draw it.
avg(trail), std(trail) The average trail length and the
standard deviation of the trail lengths, respectively;
avg(lif e), std(lif e) The average life span of the ants and
its standard deviation, respectively;
avg(distance) The average euclidean distance between the
position where the ant was born and the one where it died;
avg(avg(width)), std(avg(width)) For each trail we calculate its average width, then we calculate the average
width of all trails, avg(avg(width)), and the standard deviation of the averages, std(avg(width));

avg(std(width)), std(std(width)) For each trail we calculate the standard deviation of its width, then we calculate their average, avg(std(width)), and their standard
deviation std(std(width));
avg(avg(av)), std(avg(av)), avg(std(av)), std(std(av))
These statistics are analogous to the ones regarding trail
width, but pertaining to the angular velocity of the ants;
When the simulation of each ant species ends we calculate
the following image features:
complexity the image produced by the ants, I, is encoded
in jpeg format, and its complexity estimated using the
following formula:
complexity(I) = rmse(I, jpeg(I)) ×

s(jpeg(I))
,
s(I)

where rmse stands for the root mean square error, jpeg(I)
is the image resulting from the jpeg compression of I,
and s is the file size function
f ractdim , lac The fractal dimension of the ant painting estimated by the box-counting method and its λ lacunarity value estimated by the Sliding Box method (Karperien
2012), respectively;
inv(rmse) The similarity between the ant painting and the
original image estimated as follows:
1
inv(rmse) =
,
1 + rmse(I, O)
where I is the ant painting and O is the original image;

Experimental results
The results presented in this section were obtained using the
following experimental setup: Population Size = 25; Tournament size = 5; Crossover probability = 0.9; Mutation Probability = 0.1 (per gene); Initial Position of the ants = the
image is divided in 3 × 3 rectangles of the same size and
one ant is placed at the center of each of these rectangles;
Initial number of ants = 9; Maximum number of ants = 250;
Maximum number of simulation steps 1000. Thus, when
the drawing stage starts each ant species is represented by
nine ants. However, these ants may generate offspring during simulation, increasing the number of ants in the canvas.
Typically, interactive runs had 30 to 40 generations, although some were significantly longer. The runs conducted
using explicit fitness functions lasted 50 generations. For
each fitness function we conducted 10 independent runs.

User Guided Runs
Machado and Pereira (2012) describe and analyze results attained in the course of user guided runs. In Fig. 3 we depict
some of the individuals evolved in those runs, with the goal
of giving a flavor of the different types of imagery that were
evolved.

Figure 3: Examples from user guided runs.

Using Features Individually
To test the evolutionary algorithm we performed runs where
each feature, with the exception of f racdim and lac, was
used as fitness function. Maximizing the values of fractal
dimension and lacunarity would lead to results that we find
uninteresting. Therefore, we established for these features
by measuring the fractal dimension and lacunarity of one of
our favorite ant paintings evolved in user guided runs, 1.5
and 0.95, respectively, and the maximum fitness is obtained
when these values are reached. For these two features, fitness is assigned by the following formula:
f itness =

1
1 + |targetvalue − f eaturevalue |

In Fig. 4 we present the evolution of fitness across the
evolutionary runs. To avoid clutter we only present a subset
of the considered fitness functions. In general, the evolutionary algorithm was able to find, in all runs and for all
features, individuals with high fitness in relatively few generations. Unsurprisingly, and although it is subjective to say
it, the runs tended to converge to ant paintings that, at least
in our eyes, are inferior to the ones created in the course of
interactive runs. Fig. 5 depicts the individuals that obtained
the maximum fitness value for the corresponding image features. These individuals are representative of the imagery
evolved in the corresponding runs.
It worth to notice that high complexity is obtained
by evolving images with abrupt transitions from black to
white. This results in high frequencies that make jpeg compression inefficient, thus resulting in high complexity estimates. The results attained with lacunarity yield paintings
with “gaps” between lines, revealing the black background,
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Figure 4: Evolution of the maximum fitness. The results are
averages of 10 independent runs. The results have been normalized to allow the presentation of the results using distinct
fitness functions in the same chart.
which matches the texture of the image from where the target lacunarity value was collected. This contrasts with the
results obtained using f ractdim , while the algorithm was
able to match the target fractal dimension value, the images
produced are radically different from the target’s image. The
inv(rmse) runs revealed images that reproduce the original
with some degree of fidelity, showing that this feature can
promote similarity between the painting and the original.
The results obtained using a single behavioral feature are
uninteresting in the context of NPR. They tend to fall in
two categories, either they constitute “poor” variations of
the original or they are unrecognizable versions of it.

Combining Behavioral and Image Features
From the beginning it was clear that it would be necessary
to combine several features to attain our goals. To make the
fitness function design process easy to understand, and thus
allow inexperienced users to design their own fitness functions, we decided that all fitness functions should assume the
form of a weighted sum.
Since different features have different ranges of values,
it is necessary to normalize them, otherwise some features
would outweigh the others. Additionally, angular velocity
may be negative, so we should consider the absolute values.
Considering these issues, normalization is attained by the
following formula:


f eature
,
norm(f eature) = abs
offlinemax (f eature)
where offlinemax returns the maximum value found in the
course of the runs described in the previous section for the
feature in question.
This modification is not sufficient to prevent the evolutionary algorithm to focus exclusively on a single feature.
To minimize this problem, we consider a logarithmic scale
so that the evolutionary advantage decreases as the feature
value becomes higher, promoting the discovery of individuals that use all features employed in the fitness function.
This is accomplished as follows:
lognorm(f eature) = log(1 + norm(f eature))

(c)
(d)
Figure 5: The individuals that obtained the maximum fitness value for: (a) Complexity; (b) inv(rmse); (c) lac; (d)
f ractdim .
All the fitness functions that combine several features are
weighted sums of the lognorm of each of the features used.
However, for the sake of simplicity we will only mention
the feature names when writing their formulas. From here
onwards f eature should be read as lognorm(f eature).
Next we describe several fitness functions that combine a
variable number of features. The analysis of the experimental results of evolutionary art systems is subjective by nature.
As such, more than presenting measures of performance that
would be meaningless when considering the goals of our
system, we focus on describing the intentions behind the design of each fitness function, and make a subjective analysis
of the results based on the comparison between the evolved
paintings and our original design intentions.
f1: coverage + complexity + lac
The design of this fitness function was prompted by the
results obtained in previous tests. The goal is to evolve
ant paintings where the entire canvas is visited, with high
complexity, and with a lacunarity value of 0.95.
As it can be observed in Fig. 6 the evolved paintings successfully match these criteria. By comparing them with the
ones presented in Fig. 5 one can observe how lacunarity
influences texture, complexity leads high frequencies, and
coverage promotes visiting most of the canvas.
f2: inv(rmse) − 0.5 ∗ complexity
The rationale for this fitness function is obtaining a good
approximation to the original image while keeping the complexity low. Thus, we wish to obtain a simplified version of

Figure 6: Two of the fittest images evolved using f1.

Figure 7: Two of the fittest images evolved using f2.

Figure 9: Two of the fittest images evolved using f4 (first
row), f5 (second row) and f6 (third row).

Figure 8: Two of the fittest images evolved using f3.
the original. Preliminary tests indicate the tendency of the
algorithm to focus, exclusively, on minimizing complexity,
which was achieved by producing images that were entirely
black. Since this sort of image exists in the initial populations of the runs, this is a case of premature convergence. To
circumvent it we decreased the weight given to complexity,
which allowed the algorithm to escape this local optimum.
Although the results are consistent with the design (see
Fig. 7) they do not depict the degree of abstraction and simplification we intended. As such, they should be considered
a failure since they do not match our design intentions.
f3: avg(std(width))+std(avg(width))−avg(avg(width))+
inv(rmse)

Here we focus on the width of the lines being drawn

promoting the evolution of ant paintings with lines with
high variations of width, avg(std(width)), heterogeneous
widths among lines, std(avg(width)), and thin lines,
−avg(avg(width)). To avoid radical deviations from the
original drawing we also value inv(rmse).
The experimental results, Fig. 8, depict these characteristics, however to fully observe the intricacies of the ant paintings a resolution higher than the space constraints of this
paper allows would be required.
f4: avg(std(av)) + inv(rmse) + coverage
f5: avg(avg(av)) − avg(std(av)) + inv(rmse) + coverage
f6: −avg(avg(av)) + avg(std(av)) + inv(rmse) + coverage
When designing f4-f6 we focused on controlling line direction. In f4 we use avg(std(av)) to promote the appearance of lines that often change direction. In f5 we
use avg(avg(av)) − avg(std(av)) to encourage the appearance of circular motifs (high angular velocity and low variation of velocity). Finally, f6 is a refinement of f4 with

−avg(avg(av)) preventing the appearance of circular patterns, valuing trails that curve in both directions, attaining
an average angular velocity close to zero.
In all cases, the addition of inv(rmse) and coverage
serves the goal of evolving ant paintings with some similarity to the original and that visit a large portion of the canvas.
In Fig 9 we present some of the outcomes of this experiences. As it can be observed the evolved images closely
match our expectations and, as such, we consider them to be
some of the most successful runs.
Once the individuals are evolved the ant species may be
applied to different input images, hopefully resulting in antpaintings that share the characteristics that we value. This
is one of the key aspects of the system: although finding
a valuable ant species may be time consuming, once it is
found it can be applied with ease to other images producing
large-scale NPR of them. In Fig. 10 we present ant paintings
created by this method.

Conclusions

Figure 10: Results obtained by applying an individual from
the f4 runs to different input images.

We presented a creativity-support tool that aids the users by
providing a wide variety of paintings, which are arguably
consistent with the intentions of the users, and which they
would be unlikely to imagine on their own. While using this
tool the users become designers of fitness functions, which
are built using a combination of behavioral and image features. We reported the results obtained, focusing on the comparison between the evolved ant-paintings and the design intentions that led to the development of each fitness function.
Overall the results indicate that it is possible, to some extent, to convey design intention through fitness functions,
leading to the discovery of individuals that match these intentions. This allows the users to operate at a higher level of
abstraction than in user guided runs, circumventing the userfatigue problem typically associated with interactive evolution. The analysis of the results also reveals the discovery of
high-quality ant paintings that are radically different from
the ones obtained through interactive evolution.
Although the system serves the user intents, different runs
converge to different, and sometimes highly dissimilar, images. Each fitness function can be maximized in a multitude
of ways, some of which are quite unexpected. As such, we
argue that the system opens the realm of possibilities that
are consistent with the intents expressed by the user, often
surprising him/her in the process.
On the downside, as the f2 runs reveal, in some cases the
design intentions are not fully conveyed by the evolved ant
paintings. It is also worth mentioning that interactive runs
allow opportunistic reasoning, which may allow the discovery of unexpected and highly valued ant paintings.
The adoption of a semi-automatic fitness assignment
scheme, such as the one presented by Machado et al. (2005),
is one of the directions for further research. It also become
obvious that we only began to scratch the vast number of
possibilities provided by the design of fitness functions. In
the future, we will invite users that are not familiar with the
system to design their own fitness functions, which will allow us to assess the difficulty of the task for regular users.
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